OYSTER 475
THE IDEAL FAMILY BOAT, OFFERING SPACIOUS
AND LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATION

OYSTER 475: AN OVERVIEW
The Oyster 475 is more evolution than revolution. After all, why completely change

DIMENSIONS

something that is already so successful? The 475 has simply improved upon the already

Length Overall (Including Pulpit)

14.81m

other subtle enhancements both in styling and fit-out. With more than 35 Oyster 46

Length of Waterline

12.36m

and 475s sold, we like to think that their owners agree with us.

Beam

4.41m

Draft HPB Keel (Standard)

2.16m

Standard Rig and Spar Type

Masthead sloop with fully
battened main

to sail - almost certainly ‘best in class’ for righting movement and form stability.

Available Rig Options

In-mast furling, in-boom furling,
cutter rig

Her cockpit design calls on lessons learnt from professional ergonomic studies, and

Displacement (Standard Keel)

16,738kg

well-proven Oyster 46 with a lengthened hull giving a larger aft deck, plus a host of

The Oyster 475 is the ideal family boat, using updated build techniques, the latest and
most advanced design engineering, we have produced a hull and deck construction
which is light, strong and stiff; so out on the water the 475 is a very balanced yacht

her generous deck space includes a large aft area with easy access down to the bathing
platform. For the world cruiser, stowage space is a major consideration and the Oyster
475 has an outstanding lazarette, swallowing all that cruising kit.
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Copyright of these drawings is the property of Oyster Marine Ltd and they may not be published or reproduced without written permission.
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Oyster 475 Deck Plan
Oyster 475 Sail Plan

